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NOTE FROM IPQ’S EDITOR-IN-CHIEF:  The IPQ story featured in the September/October 
issue explores the intensely collaborative efforts it took within and between companies – 
and between companies and regulators – to deliver highly effective vaccines at the billion-
dose level the same year as the emergence of a new virus and its rapid transformation into 
a global pandemic. The story builds on the insights provided at recent conferences by 
leaders of five of the major industry initiatives – those of Pfizer/BioNTech, Moderna, AZ/
Oxford, J&J, and Novavax.

Explored are: ● how the daunting development, manufacturing, and supply chain challenges involved in delivering 
a vaccine in unprecedented speed under the duress of the pandemic were addressed, and ● the lessons that can be 
garnered from that experience in moving forward.

The first five parts focus on each of the initiatives individually, and how, with regulator support and guidance, 
they dealt with the CMC issues that were particularly challenging in view of the capabilities and experience they 
brought to bear as the projects were unfolding. The last part of the story provides a review of two engaging panel 
discussions that brought project leaders from these companies together to compare notes on the challenges they 
faced and their experience and learnings in addressing them.

A synopsis of each part is provided in the introduction. Included is a listing of IPQ’s previous coverage that 
provides context for the success of these industry efforts. Included in our previous coverage is an informative talk 
at the 2021 CASSS WCBP conference by NIH vaccine expert Barney Graham on the R&D and collaborative efforts 
that were instrumental to achieving the vaccine goals (see IPQ February 2, 2021).

Along with a wealth of pandemic-related initiatives around the world, the Updates in Brief section (see pp. 142-
154) highlights: ● a review from ICH of its three-decade evolution and of its most recent meeting in November ● 
China NMPA’s application to PIC/S ● a WHO Vaccine cGMP workshop and WHO mAb and BCS-based biowaiver 
guidance ● a Pharmacopeial Discussion Group (PDG) expansion pilot, and ● an FDA/EMA pilot on complex 
generic assessments.

Developments in the US included: ● the launch of a novel excipient review program ● FDA OTC monograph 
advancement ● biosimilar guidance, and ● the launching of a trans-FDA Office of Digital Transformation and of 
a new government/stakeholder Bespoke Gene Therapy Consortium.

There were 16 drug GMP warning letters posted by FDA during the September-November period (see pp. 155-164). 
Thirteen of these went to domestic manufacturers, including four compounders, four making hand sanitizers, two 
contract testing labs, a manufacturer of cellular products for allogenic use and another of an API – in this case 
povidone iodine, often used to produce sterile prep products, where a fire was found not to have helped in the 
firm’s already weak equipment maintenance program.

Two of the hand sanitizer recipients didn’t respond to FDA’s records request. One of these, Texas-based True 
Chemical Solutions, which was registered as an OTC manufacturer, was also involved in pipeline and fracking 
operations. These, FDA pointed out, involve multiple chemicals that would not be good for patients if cross-
contamination occurred.

The warning letters to the three international recipients were based on records requests. They involved topical 
analgesic and hand sanitizer manufacturing – with ingredient substitution/control a prominent issue cited.

Well-represented in the recalls posted by FDA during the two months (see pp. 166-172) were GMP problems – 
which often relate to inspection findings – with 22 of 102 recalls during the period attributed to cGMP deviations. 
Seven of these 22 involved hand sanitizers.

Also prevalent were recalls specifically attributed to microbial contamination and/or sterility assurance. Of the 
15 in this category, three drew the most serious Class 1 rating. Two of these involved microbial contamination of 
non-sterile products – one, a microcrystalline cellulose powder, for total aerobic microbial account, and one an 
amifampridine tablet for exceeding bacterial yeast and mold counts. Similarly prevalent were impurity/foreign 
substance/particulate problems, with 17 falling into this category. Seven of these were rated Class I – five involving 
chemical contamination and two, particulate matter.

Three of the four recalls attributed to NDA/monograph noncompliance also drew a Class I rating. They were 
dietary supplements containing either tadalafil or sibutramine. Two Class I’s related to superpotency and another 
two to labeling/packaging mixups.

Bill Paulson, Editor-in-Chief
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